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Abstract— Object–oriented (OO) state estimation (SE) is
presented for radial distribution systems. The SE problem
is formulated as usual; an OO modeling of the distribution
systems is presented, where classes yield the equations that
describe the SE problem. The OO implementation of the
method is presented, and its most relevant features are dis-
cussed. The application of the proposed method and OO
implementation to a 69-branch system shows the viability
of the approach.
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I. Introduction

STATE estimation allows to optimally estimate the cur-
rent static operating point of a power system, start-

ing from a set of redundant real–time measurements [1–3].
State estimation is a system-wide optimization problem;
decentralized two-level methods have been proposed for
transmission systems [4–7] and also for distribution sys-
tems [8].

Developed either for transmission systems or for distribu-
tion systems (with methods proposed that account for their
peculiar characteristics [9–14]) the main effort of the pro-
posals has usually been to enhance the computational effi-
ciency of the methods. On the other hand, modern large–
scale computer–based management systems, such as Dis-
tribution Management Systems (DMSs), adopt the open
systems approach, since it offers significant features such
as flexibility, expansibility, easy maintenance and upgrade
[15–17]. In open architectures, distributed computation
can be adopted; it can significantly increase the computing
capacity, with less demanding requirements on computa-
tional efficiency.

Within the open systems approach, the software is
developed upon the object–oriented (OO) programming
paradigm (OOP) [18]. The OOP makes it possible to ob-
tain a direct correspondence between real objects (system
components) and programming objects; it eases the adop-
tion of a single component/object database for all the DMS
functions (with no need of conversion of names and num-
bering of components), the treatment of system topology
changes, and the introduction of new components.

The full exploitation of the OOP can not be obtained by
simply recoding the application software [19]; it calls for
a deep revision of both the description of the distribution
systems and the methods that realize the functionalities of
the DMS.
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The focus on OOP within a DMS has been the key point
of work on the load flow for radial distribution systems
[20], extended to weakly meshed topologies [21] with the
inclusion of dispersed generation [22], and on the State
Estimation (SE) for radial distribution systems [23]. In this
paper, attention is again on the SE application for radial
topologies, extended to include bada data processing.

The SE problem is formulated as usual, with equality
constraints where appropriate. An OO modeling of the
distribution system is proposed; classes are characterized
by variables and equations that describe the SE problem.
The SE problem is solved with the widely adopted Gauss-
Newton method, implemented in a OO algorithm; incor-
poration of new devices and computational issues are dis-
cussed. The results obtained for a 69-branch distribution
system are presented and commented upon.

II. State estimation problem

The analytical relationships between state variables and
measurements,

z = h(x) + e, (1)

are the basis of the SE problem. In (1), z is the m-vector
of measurements (all vectors are column vectors), x is the
n-vector of state variables, h is the m-vector of nonlinear
functions which relate measurements to state variables, and
e is the m-vector of measurement errors, assumed to be in-
dependent random variables with normal distribution and
zero mean.

A. Problem formulation

The aim of the SE is obtaining the maximum likelihood
(ML) estimate of the state for a given set of measurements.
With the above assumptions on the measurement errors,
the ML estimate becomes a Weighted Least Square (WLS)
one. Equalities are added to the WLS problem to handle
exact measurements (such as zero injections), to represent
parts of the system for which Ohm’s law is not appropri-
ate, to constrain the describing variables if they are not
a minimal set, etc. [2, 3, 8]. The result is the constrained
nonlinear minimization problem:

min J(x) = [z− h(x)]′W[z− h(x)],

subject to c(x) = 0.
(2)

In (2), symbol ′ represents transposition, W is the m×m
diagonal matrix of the weights squared associated with the
measurements, equal to the inverse of the diagonal covari-
ance matrix of the measurement errors, x is the n-vector
of describing variables, and c(x) is the r-vector of equality
constraint nonlinear functions (r ≤ n, n ≤ m + r).
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A.1 First-order optimality conditions

Let the Lagrangian function for problem (2) be:

L(x,λ) :=
1
2
J(x) + λ′c(x), (3)

where λ is the r-vector of Lagrange multipliers associated
with the constraints (2.2); factor 1/2 eases the subsequent
development (while halving the value of λ). The solution
satisfies the first–order (F–O) necessary conditions:

Lx(x,λ) = −hx(x)W[z− h(x)] + cx(x)λ = 0,

Lλ(x,λ) = c(x) = 0.
(4)

In Eq. (4) the symbols Lx(x,λ) and Lλ(x,λ) denote the
n-vector and the r-vector of the derivatives of the scalar
functions L(x,λ) with respect to x and λ, respectively;
the symbols hx(x) and cx(x) denote the n×m and n× r
matrices of the derivatives of the m-vector function h(x)
and r-vector function c(x) with respect to x, respectively.

B. Bad data processing

Large measurement errors or bad data, due for example
to meter failure, have to be detected and identified. It can
be based on the test on the performance index and on the
largest absolute value of the normalized residuals.

With the χ2 test on the value of the performance index,
J(x̂), detection (only) of a bad data can be attained [3].
Bad data is detected if

ν = m + r − n,

J(x̂) ≥ χ2
ν,1−α,

(5)

where ν is the number of degrees of freedom, x̂ represents
the estimated describing variable vector, and α (for exam-
ple, 5%) is the assumed probability of being wrong (re-
jecting the hypothesis of all good data while it is actually
true).

Detection and identification of a bad data (if it is not a
critical measurement) can be based on the method of nor-
malized residuals: for non-interacting bad data, the largest
absolute value of normalized residual corresponds to a bad
data [24, 25]. The m-vector of normalized measurement
residuals, rN , is given by:

r = z− h(x̂),

rN = (diag R)−1/2r,
(6)

where R is the covariance matrix of r, and diagR is its
diagonal. Bad data is detected and identified in the j∗-th
measurement if

j∗ = arg max
j

|rj
N |,

|rj∗

N | > c, Prob
(
|rj∗

N | > c
)

= α.
(7)

Once detected and identified, bad data is removed, or it
is made ineffective by appropriately modifying the value of
the measurement [25].

III. Object–oriented
distribution system modeling and

state estimation problem

The key concept of the object–oriented (OO) modeling of
a system is the class, a programming entity that represents
the set of objects with similar properties and behaviour.
Classes refer to concepts recognized and understood in the
real world [26]; base class (or classes) capture aspects com-
mon to all (or to large sets of) objects/concepts, from which
other classes are derived with refinements and specifica-
tions, to form a class hierarchy useful to describe the sys-
tem at different levels of abstraction.

Our base class is the abstract class connection; it has
ports, port variables, and computational methods; a port is
said to be either ingoing or outgoing, depending on the con-
ventional direction of powers assumed at the port, inwards
or outwards. Class connection and the derived classes have
been proposed in [21, 22] with computational methods for
the solution of the load-flow problem. Here, the meth-
ods are extended to solve the state-estimation problem.
Abstract class connection is further generalized: the in-
going/outgoing nature of a given port is not anymore an
embedded characteristic but is made dependent on the con-
figuration of the system the connection belongs to; an ap-
propriate method of connection sets the nature of each port
based on the direction in which the connection is traversed
in the oriented graph of the network.

Ingoing and outgoing port variables are identified with
superscript i and o, respectively. For balanced distribution
systems (in steady-state), an incoming port is character-
ized by four variables, the real and imaginary component
of the voltage and the active and reactive powers at the
port, VR,i, VI,i, Pi, Qi; the set of the outgoing ports (ei-
ther one or many) is characterized by the four variables
VR,o, VI,o, Po, Qo.

From connection, the following classes are derived:
– branch, an abstract class with one ingoing port and one

outgoing port (such as a line or a transformer); from it,
concrete classes are derived that model specific cases of
power injection;

– root, a concrete connection with only one outgoing port
(the supplying system);

– fork, a concrete class with one ingoing port and many
outgoing ports (a zero impedance busbar);

– terminal, a concrete class with only one ingoing port (a
termination of the system);

– tie-switch, a connection with two ports and two states:
open or closed.

The class hierarchy is shown in Fig. 1. The model of a
radial network is an oriented graph of object instances ap-
propriately connected. It origins at root and ends at ter-
minals and open tie-switches; the connected ports are in-
going/outgoing pairs, and and no port is unconnected.

For the subsequent development, some notation related
to the oriented graph is useful. Let p(j) represent the par-
ent of the j–th connection, the one that precedes it in the
oriented graph; p(j) is empty for the root. Let C(j) repre-
sent the children of the j–th connection, the set of connec-
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Fig. 1. Class hierarchy for distribution system modeling.

tions that follow it in the graph; C(j) is empty for termi-
nals.

In the following, the equations that characterize each
class are shown, for the representation of the SE problem
in steady-state balanced operation of the system.

A. Class connection

The abstract class connection is characterized by the
weighted error function; for the generic j-th connection,
it is:

Jj(xj) =
[
zj − hj(xj)

]′
Wj

[
zj − hj(xj)

]
, (8)

where xj represents the port variables pertaining to the
connection. Derived classes provide the specification of zj ,
hj and Wj , with the details of what measurements can
be carried out for that specific connection; a zero weight
accounts for the lack of a certain measurement.

The abstract class connection is also characterized by
equality constraints, cj = 0, again specified by the derived
classes.

B. Class root

Class root represents the supplying system, possibly at
higher voltage level. It has only one outgoing port.

For the root, we assume there can be only the measure-
ment of the voltage amplitude at the outgoing port (the
uppercase superscript denotes the measurement type)

hV j =
√

(V j
R,o)2 + (V j

I,o)2, (9)

with j = root.
The constraints of root express:

– the equality to zero of the imaginary part of the root
outgoing voltage

cDI root(xroot) ≡ V root
I,o ; (10)

– the active and reactive balances between the outgoing
powers and the ingoing powers of the subsequent con-
nection,

cP j(x) ≡ P j
o − P

C(j)
i ,

cQ j(x) ≡ Qj
o −Q

C(j)
i .

(11)

with j = root.

C. Class branch and some derived classes

A branch models lines and transformers, and power in-
jection (such as loads and/or distributed generation) at
one busbar. Class branch has one ingoing port and one
outgoing port; its circuit representation is one of the two
depicted in Fig. 2, depending on the direction the branch
is traversed in the oriented graph. In writing equations for
branch, we refer to the case of Fig. 2.a; similar expressions
can be easily derived in the case of Fig. 2.b.

The measurements at a branch are :
– voltage amplitude at the load busbar (9);
– current amplitude

hIb j =

√√√√ (P j
i )2 + (Qj

i )2

(V j
R,i)2 + (V j

I,i)2
; (12)

– branch active and reactive powers

hPb j = P j
i ,

hQb j = Qj
i ;

(13)

– active and reactive powers injections

hPin j = P j
o − P j

i + Rj (P j
i )2 + (Qj

i )
2

(V j
R,i)2 + (V j

I,i)2
,

hQin j = Qj
o −Qj

i + Xj (P j
i )2 + (Qj

i )
2

(V j
R,i)2 + (V j

I,i)2
;

(14)

Equality constraints assigned to a branch express:
– the equality between the voltage (real and imaginary

parts) at the ingoing port and the voltage at the outgo-
ing port of the parent

cVR j(x) ≡ V
p(j)
R,o − V j

R,i,

cVI j(x) ≡ V
p(j)
I,o − V j

I,i;
(15)

– the voltage drop (real and imaginary parts)

cDR j(xj) ≡ V j
R,i−V j

R,o−
V j

R,i(R
jP j

i + XjQj
i )− V k

I,i(X
jP j

i− RjQj
i )

(V j
R,i)2 + (V j

I,i)2
,

cDI j(xj) ≡ V j
I,i−V j

I,o−
V j

R,i(X
jP j

i − RjQj
i ) + V j

I,i(R
jP j

i + XjQj
i )

(V j
R,i)2 + (V j

I,i)2
;

(16)

– the active and reactive balances between the outgoing
powers and the ingoing powers of the child connection
(11).
From abstract class branch, concrete classes are derived

that models specific cases of power injection, in particular
loads and distributed generation (DG) devices. In the fol-
lowing examples, we describe two basic cases; in Sect. V
we illustrate how to model other configurations.
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(a)Traversed from left to right (b)Traversed from right to left

Fig. 2. Circuit representation of abstract class branch.

Load only – The usual case of a branch feeding a load is
modeled by specifying that the measured load powers enter
with the minus sign in the evaluation of the terms related
to measurements (14).

No injection – For a zero injection branch (no load–no
DG), two exact measurements constraints are added, and
the weights associated with measurements (14) are set to
zero:

cPin j = P j
o − P j

i + Rj (P j
i )2 + (Qj

i )
2

(V j
R,i)2 + (V j

I,i)2
,

cQin j = Qj
o −Qj

i + Xj (P j
i )2 + (Qj

i )
2

(V j
R,i)2 + (V j

I,i)2
.

(17)

D. Class fork

Class fork describes a zero-impedance busbar; it con-
nects one ingoing port to two or more outgoing ports.

For the fork, we assume there can be only the measure-
ment of the voltage amplitude at the outgoing ports (9).

The constraints assigned to fork are:
– the voltage equality with the parent (15)
– the voltage equality inside the fork

cDR j(xj) ≡ V j
R,i − V j

R,o,

cDI j(xj) ≡ V j
I,i − V j

I,o;
(18)

– the active and reactive power balances inside the fork

cDP j(xj) ≡ P j
i − P j

o ,

cDQ j(xj) ≡ Qj
i −Qj

o;
(19)

– the active and reactive balances between the outgoing
powers and the ingoing powers of the children connec-
tions

cP j(x) ≡ P j
o −

∑

w∈C(j)

Pw
i ,

cQ j(x) ≡ Qj
o −

∑

w∈C(j)

Qw
i .

(20)

E. Class terminal

The terminal class describes a “dead” end of the distri-
bution system; it has only one ingoing port.

We assume there is no measurement at the terminal.
The constraints of the terminal express:

– the voltage equality with the parent (15)

– the null value of the ingoing active and reactive powers:

cDP j(xj) ≡ P j
i ,

cDQ j(xj) ≡ Qj
i .

(21)

F. Tie-switch

Class tie-switch models a switch which can change the
configuration of the radial system; it is a connection with
two ports and two states: open or closed. In the open
state, it represents an infinite impedance between the two
ports, both ingoing; in the closed status, it represents a
zero impedance connecting the ports, one ingoing and one
outgoing. We assume there are no measurements at a tie-
switch.

In the closed status, the ports are one ingoing and one
outgoing. The constraints of the tie-switch in the closed
status express:
– the voltage equality with the parent (15)
– the voltage equality inside the switch (18)
– the active and reactive power balances inside the tie-

switch (19)
– the power balances with the child connection (11)

In the open state, the ports are both ingoing; a tie-switch
has two parents, referred to as p1(j) and p2(j), no children,
and represents two ends of the oriented graph. The con-
straints of the tie-switch in the open state express:
– the voltage equality with the parent, for each port

cVR1 j(x)≡ V
p1(j)
R,o −V j

R,i1
, cVR2 j(x)≡ V

p2(j)
R,o −V j

R,i2
,

cVI1 j(x)≡ V
p1(j)
I,o −V j

I,i1
, cVI2 j(x)≡ V

p2(j)
I,o −V j

I,i2
;

(22)

– the null value of the active and reactive powers at the
two ports

cDP1 j(x) ≡ P j
i1

, cDP2 j(x) ≡ P j
i2

,

cDQ1 j(x) ≡ Qj
i1

, cDQ2 j(x)≡ Qj
i2

.
(23)

G. Problem characteristics

The SE problem, with the above description of the
classes, has the following characteristics.

G.1 Describing variables

Root and terminals contribute four variables each, for
they have only one port; branches, tie-switches and forks
contribute eight variables, four for each port. For a system
composed of the root, b branches, f forks, s tie-switches
and t terminals, the SE problem has

n = dim{x} = 4 + 8b + 8f + 8s + 4t. (24)
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G.2 Objective function

Let q be total number of connections in the system:

q = 1 + b + f + s + t; (25)

the objective function of the SE problem is the sum of the
contributions of all connections:

J(x) =
q∑

j=1

Jj(xj). (26)

G.3 Constraints and measurements

The total number of structural equality constraints, rstr,
contributed by all connections in a network is

rstr = 3 + 6b + 8f + 8s + 4t; (27)

it does not count for the exact measurement constraints, if
any.

The difference between the number of describing vari-
ables, n, and of the number of structural equality con-
straints, rstr, is:

nmin = n− rstr = 2b + 1; (28)

it is the dimension of a state variable set, a minimal set of
describing variables. The 2b + 1 state variables could be,
for example, the substation voltage amplitude, with the
imaginary part equal to zero, and the active and reactive
powers flowing in the branches. The sum of the number
of measurements actually carried out and of the number of
exact measurements (if any) has to be not less than nmin.

IV. OO distribution state estimation algorithm

The OO implementation of the Distribution State Esti-
mation (OODSE) is based on local processing steps and
message passing. In each processing step, the methods of
only one object are applied to the data available to that
object; thanks to message passing between neighboring ob-
jects, data exchange takes places in between two such steps.

The Gauss-Newton method is implemented; the partial
derivatives of the equations that characterize each class are
required.

A. Optimization problem solution

The Gauss-Newton method is the Newton’s method [27]
where the second order derivatives of measurement func-
tions (as well as of equality constraints) are neglected
[3,28].

At the k–th iteration, the following linear system is
solved for given values of xk and λk:

[
hxWh′x cx

c′x 0

]

k

[
∆xk

λk+1

]
=

[
hxW(z− h)

−c

]

k

, (29)

and the variables x are accordingly updated.

With row–column permutations preserving symmetry,
Eq. (29) can be re-written as



A11 · · · A1q

...
...

...
Aq1 · · · Aqq




k



y1

...
yq




k

=



a1

...
aq




k

, (30)

where vector yj
h for the j–th connection represents vari-

ation of port variables and Lagrange multipliers (see Ap-
pendix VIII-A).

It can be shown that (see Appendix VIII-A)

Aij = 0 ⇐⇒ i 6= j and i /∈ p(j) and i /∈ C(j),

Ap(j) j = Aj p(j) ′ = Θ,
(31)

where Θ is a constant matrix. The solution of the linear
system (30) can be obtained with the following recursive
equations, for j = 1, . . . , q:

Ãj j
k = Aj j

k −Θ
( ∑

w∈C(j)

Ãw w−1

k

)
Θ ′,

ãj
k = aj

k −Θ
∑

w∈C(j)

Ãw w−1

k ãw
k ,

yj
k = Ãj j−1

k

(
ãj

k −Θ′yp(j)
k

)
.

(32)

B. Bad data processing

For the Gauss-Newton approach, the covariance matrix
R of the residual vector r is [29]

R = W−1 − h′x E hx, (33)

where E is the upper left n×n submatrix of the inverse of
the matrix appearing in the lhs of (29).

We are interested only in the diagonal elements of R
[see (6)], which is to say in the diagonal elements of the
submatrices Rjj along the principal diagonal. Based on
our modeling, it can be shown that (see Appendix VIII-
B), for j = 1, . . . , q:

Rjj = Wj−1 − hj ′

xj Ejj hj
xj , (34)

where Ejj is the nj×nj submatrix of E along the principal
diagonal, nj being the number of describing variables of the
j-th connection.

The inverse, F, of the the lhs matrix of (30),



F11 · · · F1q

...
...

...
Fq1 · · · Fqq


 =



A11 · · · A1q

...
...

...
Aq1 · · · Aqq




−1

, (35)

could be obtained from the inverse of the lhs matrix of
(29) with the same row–column permutations used to get
lhs matrix of (30) from (29); so:

Ejj = Fjj
1 (36)
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where Fjj
1 is the upper left nj × nj submatrix of Fjj . In

Appendix VIII-B it is shown that matrices Fjj can be re-
cursively computed:

Fj j = Ãj j −1
(
I + Θ′Fp(j) p(j)ΘÃj j −1

)
, (37)

where matrices Ãj j are the same as in (32).

C. OODSE algorithm

The OODSE algorithm can be implemented, based on
(32), (37), and on downstream and upstream graph tree
traversing and message passing. Matrix Θ has many zero
rows and columns (see Appendix VIII-A); it can be ex-
ploited to simplify the message passing and to reduce the
computational cost.

Let ε represent the mismatch on the F–O optimality con-
ditions (4), η the maximum absolute value of normalized
residuals (7), θ an ’upstream/downstream’ flag. The algo-
rithm can be summarized as follows:
part I – estimation of describing variables

I.1 root sets θ =’downstream’, and initiates a down-
stream graph traversing;

I.2 after receiving data from its parent, the j–th con-
nection:
1. updates its copy of the outgoing voltage

(real and imaginary parts) of the parent
and stores yp(j) for the subsequent upstream
graph traversing,

2. updates its variables yj with (32.3),
3. sends downstream yj , together with θ;

I.3 at the end of the downstream traversing, each end-
ing connection (terminals and open switches) sets
θ =’upstream’ and initiates an upstream graph
traversing;

I.4 after receiving data from all its children, the j–th
connection (with the exception of the root):
1. updates ε,
2. evaluates matrix Ãj j −1

and vector Ãj j −1
ãj ,

with (32.1) and (32.2),
3. sends upstream the above quantities, together

with the scalars P j
i , Qj

i , λVRj , λVIj , and θ;
I.5 at the end of the upstream traversing, the root:

1. updates ε,
2. if ε is not within the prescribed accuracy, up-

dates its variable yroot with (32.3), and starts
a new step I.1,

3. if ε is within the prescribed accuracy, starts
part II;

part II.a – bad data processing: detection
II.1 root sets θ =’downstream’ and initiates a down-

stream graph traversing;
II.2 after receiving data from its parent, the j–th con-

nection:
1. evaluates matrix Fj j with (37) and vector

|rj
N | with (6), (7), (34), (36), and stores |rj

N |
for the subsequent upstream graph traversing;

2. sends downstream matrix Fj j ;

II.3 at the end of the downstream traversing, each
ending connection sets θ =’upstream’ and initi-
ates an upstream graph traversing;

II.4 after receiving data from all its children, the j–th
connection:
1. sums its contribution to ν (5);
2. sums its contribution Jj(x̂j) (8) to the overall

value of J(x̂),
3. updates the value of η,
4. sends upstream ν, J(x̂) and η, with the ex-

ception of root ;
II.5 at the end of the upstream traversing, the root

1. if no bad data is detected (based on the value
of ν, J(x̂) and η) terminates computations,

2. if bad data is detected, starts part II.b.
part II.b – bad data processing: removal

II.6 root sets θ =’downstream’ and initiates a down-
stream graph traversing;

II.7 after receiving data from its parent, the j–th con-
nection:
1. if bad data is recognized based on the value of

η, removes it, sets θ=’upstream’ and initiates
an upstream traversing,

2. if no bad data is recognized, sends down-
stream η;

II.8 ending connections reached by the downstream
traversing set θ=’upstream’ and initiate an up-
stream traversing;

II.9 after receiving data from all its children, the j–th
connection continues the upstream traversing;

II.10 at the end of the upstream traversing, the root
starts a new estimation of describing variables
with I.1.

V. Characteristics of the OODSE algorithm

As seen in the previous section, the development of the
OODSE algorithm is demanding for it requires the under-
standing of the message passing with a clear definition of
the interface among connections, a clever intermediate data
storage, and complex computations.

Nevertheless, its features make it attractive. We illus-
trate the main two: the ease of incorporating new com-
ponents or models, and the easily obtained limitation of
computational cost.

A. Incorporating new components

The introduction of new components or models into the
OO algorithm is straightforward. As an example, we show
this feature for the introduction of a DG device; the reader
is referred to Sect[22] for more details. It is apparent that
introducing the new component does not affect the OODSE
algorithm in any way.

DG by asynchronous generator – To model a branch
with power injection from a DG asynchronous generator,
the classical relationships (for example in [30]) between ac-
tive and reactive generated powers, P j

g and Qj
g, voltage

amplitude, V j , slip, sj , and mechanical power provided by
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(a)

Root

Branch

Fork Branch Branch

Branch

Branch

Tie Switch

Tie Switch

(b)

Fig. 3. A simple distribution system (a) and its graphical OO representation (b).

the prime mover, P j
m, are assigned to the derived class [22]:

cP j
g ≡ P j

g − P j
g (V j , sj),

cQj
g ≡ Qj

g −Qj
g(V

j , sj),
(38)

where
V j =

√
(V j

R, o)2 + (V j
I, o)2,

sj = sj(V j , P j
m).

Electrical powers P j
g and Qj

g and prime mover power P j
m

are additional describing variable, to be estimated and pos-
sibly measured; the measurement of the injected powers
(14) is indeed the measurement of P j

g and Qj
g.

B. Computational aspects

The computational efficiency is not the main concern in
the OO approach; nevertheless, some considerations about
computational issues are of interest.

Computations for the instances of objects are carried out
one at a time, with low computing memory requirements.

As regards the computing effort, we focus on the com-
putational cost per iteration, which is the computational
cost for all connections per iteration due to (32). Branches
outnumber other connections in the network; we can ap-
proximate the overall cost by the cost due to the branches.
Assuming that the computational cost is measured by the
number of multiply-add pairs, in Appendix VIII-C it is
shown that for each branch the cost is almost 1.33 ·103; so,
the overall cost Coo is

Coo ' 1.33 · 103 × b, (39)

where b is the number of branches.
To compare it with the one of a classical method, at first

we note that the number of describing variables can be kept
as low as 2b + 1, the dimension of a state variable set for
a radial system composed of b branches. Indeed, a mod-
eling with all nodal voltages and branch powers would be
much more useful; it would be made of 4b + 1 describing
variables and 2b constraints (not counting exact measure-
ments constrains), which sum up to almost 6b quantities
to be computed. Second, in a classical method the inverse
is not required; in addition, exploiting the sparsity the rel-
evant term in the cost Csp of the solution of system (29)
can be kept at almost [31]

Csp ' (6 b)2. (40)

From (39)– (40), as far as computational cost is consid-
ered, it is apparent that for up to a few tens of branches a
sparsity oriented classical method is preferable, while the
contrary is true for systems with many branches. It has to
be noticed that, while both (39) and (40) derive from the
exploitation of the sparsity, in classical methods it is sys-
tem specific and not very flexible for configuration changes,
while in the OO algorithm it is easily obtained, and con-
figuration changes are easily accounted for.

Note that the above discussion only gives a rough esti-
mation of the actual computational effort. In particular,
neither the issues related to the message passing in the pro-
posed method have been afforded, nor the possibly relevant
computational cost of the matrix reordering for sparsity ex-
ploitation [31] in classical methods has been considered.

VI. Numerical application

The OODSE application has been developed in the
Ptolemy environment [32], an extensible open CAD envi-
ronment based on the C++ language; any other OO plat-
form would have been equally useful. To implement the
OODSE, a library of blocks has been developed, based on
the classes defined in Sect. III. The representation of a dis-
tribution system is obtained by connecting pairs of ports
of the blocks (Fig. 3).

The 69–branch distribution system whose data are re-
ported in [33] has been studied; its graphical representa-
tion is reported in Fig. 4. The numerical tests have been
conducted with the power measurements at the branches
(either actually carried out or taken into account with zero-
injection constraints) and the voltage measurement at the
root and at the forks; the measurement redundancy (the ra-
tio of the number of measurements to the number of state
variables) is 2.04. The measurement standard deviation
is 2% for all measurements, and the starting point is the
load flow solution for the measured root voltage and load
powers. Bad data are introduced in two measurements:
a reactive power and a voltage amplitude, as reported in
Fig. 4; for bad data processing, α is set to 5%, with a
corresponding value of c equal to 1.960 [see (7)].

Convergence is achieved at k = 3, 4, 6; bad data is found
and measurements are removed at k = 3, 4. Figure 5 re-
ports the graph of objective function, J(x̂), and of the max-
imum absolute value of normalized residuals |rj∗

N |, versus
the iteration count, k, together with the values of χ2

ν,1−α

and c (the change of the value of χ2
ν,1−α at k = 3, 4 is not

graphically appreciable).
As for computation times, each iteration has required
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Fig. 4. Graphical OO representation of the 69-branch system.
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about 0.040 s; the application has been developed with
a 32-bit library and the tests have been done in double
precision on a Workstation Sun-Blade-1000 Ultra-SPARC-
III+, run under the SunOS 5.8.

VII. Conclusion

The state estimation problem is formulated for radial
distribution networks. The OO approach is adopted for
the modeling of the distribution system and for the SE
problem description.

A solution method is implemented in a OO algorithm,
together with bad data processing.

The proposed method allows a painless introduction of
new components and models. Computational cost grows
linearly with the dimension of the network, and it can be
less than the one of classical method; sparsity exploitation
is easily attained also for configuration changes.

In future work the possibility of extending the OO ap-
proach to state estimation for weakly meshed topologies
will be investigated.

VIII. Appendix

A. Vectors and matrices

Referring to branches (B), in (30) vector yj
k is the 14-

vector

yj
k

j∈B

=
[
∆xj ′

k λ
VR j
k+1 λ

VI j
k+1 λ

DR j
k+1 λ

DI j
k+1 λP j

k+1 λQ j
k+1

]′
; (41)

similar expressions hold for the other connection types.
Equation (30) is obtained from (29) with row-column

permutations which preserve symmetry:

Aij
k = Aj i ′

k ∀ i, j; (42)

the form of vector aj
kcan be recognized by looking at vector

yj ; we note that measurement functions hj depend only on
variables xj . Examples of a matrix along the diagonal, Ajj

k ,
and of aj

k for the case of branches are in (43).
Out of diagonal matrices, Aij

k i 6= j, are constant
matrices, for they are zero or they contain deriva-
tives of linear constraints. Matrix Ap(j)j [and then
Aj p(j)] has only four nonzero terms, equal to +1 or
−1: in the p(j)–th part of system (30) they catch
λVR j , λVI j , ∆P j

i , ∆Qj
i of child j, while in the j–th part

they catch λP p(j), λQ p(j), ∆V
p(j)
R,o , ∆V

p(j)
I,o of parent p(j).

It greatly simplifies the message passing, and it reduces the
computational burden involved in (32) (see VIII-C).

B. Covariance

Let covariance matrix R in (33) be written as:

R =



R11 · · · R1q

.

..
.
..

.

..
Rq1 · · · Rqq


 =



W1−1

. . .

Wq−1


−




h1 ′
x1

. . .

hq ′
xq






E11 · · · E1q

.

..
.
..

.

..
Eq1 · · · Eqq






h1
x1

. . .

hq
xq


 ;

(44)
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Ajj
k

j∈B

=




hj

xj W
jhj

xj
′ c

VR j

xj c
VI j

xj c
VD j

xj c
DI j

xj cP j

xj cQ j

xj

c
VR j ′
xj 0 0 0 0 0 0

c
VI j ′
xj 0 0 0 0 0 0

c
DR j ′
xj 0 0 0 0 0 0

c
DI j ′
xj 0 0 0 0 0 0

cP j ′
xj 0 0 0 0 0 0

cQ j ′
xj 0 0 0 0 0 0




k

aj
h

j∈B

= −




hj

xj W
j [hj − zj ]

cVRj

cVIj

cDRj

cDIj

cPj

cQj



k

. (43)

Eq. (34), here reported, is easily obtained:

Rjj = Wj−1 − hj ′

xj Ejj hj
xj .

Matrices Fjj in (35), whose upper left nj×nj submatrix
is equal to Ejj , can be computed as follows. Let us write
the definition of inverse, AF = I, as:



A11 · · · A1q

...
...

...
Aq1 · · · Aqq






F1

...
Fq


 =



U1

...
Uq


 , (45)

where, for j = 1, . . . , q,

Fj =
[
Fj 1 · · ·Fj j · · ·Fj q

]
,

Uj =
[
0 · · · · · · I · · · · · ·0].

(46)

As in (32), we can write:

Ãj j = Aj j −Θ
( ∑

w∈C(j)

Ãw w−1
)
Θ′,

Ũj = Uj −Θ
∑

w∈C(j)

Ãw w−1
Ũw,

Fj = Ãj j−1(
Ũj −Θ′Fp(j)

)
.

(47)

Matrices Ũj are such that:

Ũjj = I,

Ũj i

i6=j
=

{ 6= 0, if i is a descendant of j,
0, if i is not a descendant of j;

(48)

it follows that

Fjj = Ãj j−1(
I−Θ′Fp(j) j

)
,

Fj p(j) = Ãj j−1(
0−Θ′Fp(j) p(j)

)
.

(49)

Matrix F is symmetric, for it is the inverse of a symmetric
matrix,

Fp(j) j = Fj p(j) ′ , (50)

which, combined with (49), yields

Fj j = Ãj j −1
(
I + Θ′Fp(j) p(j)ΘÃj j −1

)
,

as in (37).

C. Computational cost

Let us consider (32), here reported for an easy reference,

Ãj j
h = Aj j

h −Θ
( ∑

w∈C(j)

Ãw w−1

h

)
Θ′,

ãj
h = aj

h −Θ
∑

w∈C(j)

Ãw w−1

h ãw
h , (32)

yj
h = Ãj j−1

h

(
ãj

h −Θ′ yp(j)
h

)
.

Matrix Θ has only four non-zero, unitary terms (see
VIII-A), in four different row/columns. Matrix operations
involved in (32.1) reduce to a few additions, and only four
terms of Ãw w−1

h ãw
h are actually needed in (32.2); in the

usual case of a branch feeding a load, these four terms re-
quire 4× 14 = 56 multiply-add pairs.

Matrix by vector multiplication in (32.3) has no sparsity
characteristic; for the usual branch, it requires 14×14 = 196
multiply-add pairs.

Matrix inversion in (32) is the most demanding; exploit-
ing the symmetry of matrix Ãj j

h and its static characteris-
tics (zero and unitary terms), the number of multiply-add
pairs for usual branches is about 1.07× 103.

Summing up the computational cost for the above partial
operations, the cost incurred in by all computation for a
branch is about 1.33× 103.
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